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The coupled functional equations of undiscounted multichain semi-Markovian 
decision processes are shown to possess a solution by converting the value equation 
into the form 
where S is the set of maximal-gain policies and w(f) is the bias vector associated 
with policyJ An elementary proof then shows that the operator Q possesses a fixed 
point. 
I. 1NTR00~cT10N 
The functional equations of stationary, infinite horizon, undiscounted 
multichain semi-Markovian decision processes (MDPs) are [ 111 
(1-l) 
(l-2) 
where 
L(i) = ) k E K(i) 1 gi = T’ P$gj 1 <i<N. 
,r, 
Here { 1, 2,..., N} is the finite set of states, K(i) is the finite non-empty set of 
actions in state i, and the qf , p”,, Hk, are given finite arrays satisfying 
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and condition (2-l) below. qf is the one-step expected reward, Tf is the 
expected holding time in state i, and pk is the transition probability to state j, 
if action k is selected when entering state i. 
These equations arise by inserting the asymptotic form vi(t) = 
tgi + ui + o(t) as t + co into the equations [8, (I. 1 S)] 
l<i<N (l-3) 
where E;;(r) is the joint probability that the next state is j and the holding 
time in state i is <r, given that action k is selected upon entry into state i. 
q>(t) is the expected reward during the holding time r in state i, and v,(r) is 
the maximum expected reward over the next interval t, given that state i has 
just been entered. Equations (l-l) and (l-2) result from the identifications 
dFk,(r) z, dFk,(s) q;(r). (l-4) 
These equations are of interest because the maximal-gain rate vector 
g = [ gi] is unique, with gi representing the maximal possible expected return 
per unit time, starting from state i. Any policy which uses actions attaining 
the 2N maxima in (l-l), (l-2) will attain this maximal-gain rate and is called 
a maximal-gain policy. The relative value vector u = [vi] is not unique; a full 
characterization of the u solution set is given in [ 111. 
Four methods are available for demonstrating existence of a solution to 
(l-l), (l-2). One is Howard’s iteration in policy space [3,6, 7, 121; another 
is the limiting behavior of the discounted case as the interest rate goes to 
zero [ 1, 21; a third is a hierarchical decomposition of the state space into 
communicating systems [4]; and the last uses hybrids of N policies, each 
policy being bias-optimal in one state [lo]. 
The goal of this paper is to supply a significantly simpler proof of the 
existence of relative values. That is, we assume that g, the maximum-gain 
vector, both satisfies (l-l) and is achieved by some policy (i.e., maximal- 
gain policies exist). These properties were established directly in [lo]. We 
then demonstrate xistence of a solution 2, to (l-2). The main technical tool 
used for the u existence proof is Lemma 2.le below, which provides a 
convenient characterization of U. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES [ 111 
Let K = Xy= i K(i) denote the finite set of (non-randomized) stationary 
policies. Let S, = { [f;:k]lGiGN,ksKCi) ]& > 0, CkpKCi) fik = l} denote the set 
of randomized (stationary) policies, where fik is the probability that action k 
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is selected when entering state i. Nonrandomized policies have each fi, = 0 
or 1, For each policy f E S, , define 
S(f>iz X fikqfr T(f), z C .&kTF (N-vectors) 
kcK(i) kcK(i) 
P(f)ij E x fikPz3 H(f)ij= C fikf$ (N x N matrices) 
keK(i) keK(i) 
H(f) = Grir f i P(f)” 
rn=l 
Z(f) = [I- P(S) + Wf>l - I (fundamental matrix) 
n(f) E number of subchains (closed, irreducible sets of states) of p(f) 
c”‘(f) = mth subchain of p(f), 1 < m 4 n(f) 
R(f) = I.7 Cm(f) = P I nV)ii > Ol 
m=, 
= set of recurrent states for p(f). 
According to (l-4), H(f) must satisfy 
if i E c”‘(f), then H(f)ij = 0 for j @ c”‘(f). (2-l) 
(If this holds for every non-randomized policy, it will also hold for every 
randomized policy as well [ 1 I].) 
Put 
$“(jJi = probability of ultimate absorption in c”‘(f) 
starting from state i. 
TC”‘(~)~ = equilibrium distribution of p(f) on cm(f) 
(>0 for jE cm(f), =0 elsewhere) 
= gain rate vector for policy f 
w(f) = Z(f)[q(f) - H(f) g(f)] = bias vector for policy f 
g = [ gi] = [m;x g(f)i] = maximal-gain rate vector G-2) E 
S MG = {f E K ) g(f) = g} = set of maximal-gain policies. 
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Note that w(f) satisfies 
w(f) = s(f) - H(f) g(f) + P(f) w(f), 
n(f) w(f) = 0. 
LEMMA 2.1. 
(a) g, defined by (2-2), satisfies (l-l): 
(b) S,,fb 
(cl S,, G X7=, L(i); 
(d) for any cm(f), gi is constant for all i E c”(f); 
(e) u satisfies (1-2) if and only if 
ui=,Ef--G [wU>+n(f)uli~ l<i<N. (2-3) 
ProoJ Parts (a) and (b) are in [ 10, Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 1.11, 
respectively. Parts (c) and (e) are in [ 11, Theorem 3. la and Theorem 4. lc], 
respectively. Part (d): apply [3, Lemma 2a] to (l-l). 1 
Part (e) states that the set of relative values coincides with the set of fixed 
points of the operator Q: E” + E” 
QXi f f’(JG I’+‘(f) + n(f)XI i 5 I<i<N. (2-4) 
Our main result will be to produce a fixed point for Q. 
LEMMA 2.2 (properties of Q). 
(a) Q is isotone: x > w implies Qx 2 Qw. 
(b) Q’x > Qx for all x E EN. 
Proof Part (a) is immediate since n(f) > 0. For (b), note from (2-4) 
that Qx > w(f) + n(f) x and Q’x > w(f) + ZZ(f) Qx hold for any f E S,,. 
Insert the former into the latter to obtain 
Q’x 2 w(f) + n(f) w(f) + Wf )*x, f ES,,. 
Recall ZZ(f) w(f) = 0 and ZI(f )’ = n(f > to obtain 
Q*x > w(f) + Wf )x5 f E%l,* 
For each component i, Q2xi > maxfeS,, [w(f > + fl(f )x]i E Qxi. 1 
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3. MAIN RESULT 
In this section, we produce a fixed point for Q and consequently a relative 
value vector for (l-2). The fixed point demonstration is based upon: 
LEMMA 3.1. (a) There exists a vector y E EN such that 
yi>qf- 5 Hbgj+ ,f piyj, l<i<N, kEL(i) (3-l) 
j=l j=l 
(b) y satisfies y > QJ. 
Proof. Part (a): According to [5, Theorem 2.7, p. 461, either Ay > b 
possesses a solution or XA = 0, (x, b) = 1 has a non-negative solution. If no 
solution y exists to (3-l), there exists non-negative [xik],CiGN,kCLCij such that 
~ Xik- ~ r Xjkp~i=O’ l<i<N (3-2) 
ksL(i) j=l key(j) 
;:r i,L q”- f H~gi = 1. 
i=l kaL(i) j=l I 
(3-3) 
Let rci = CkeLCi, xik > 0 and define fi, by 
if rci > 0 
arbitrary except jJk > 0, x hk = 1 if n,=O 
keL(i) 
so that fik > 0, 2 keLCij fik = 1 for all i. Interpret f as a randomized policy. 
Rewrite (3-2), (3-3) as 
71i - E njP(f)ji = O, l<i<N (3-4) 
j=l 
5 ni[q(f>-H(f)g]i= 1. 
i=l 
(3-5) 
Equation (3-4) shows rc is a left eigenvector of p(f) with eigenvalue unity, 
hence must be a linear combination of the n(f) linearly independent left 
eigenvectors: 
7li= *f U,7Zm(f)i, l<i<N. (3-6) 
rn=l 
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Since the X”“S have disjoint support, 
Substituting (3-6) into (3-5), 
X a,FYf>~ 4(f) - H(f) g> = 1 
rn=l 
so that for at least one value of m, 
WYf), s(f) - H(f) g> > 0. 
Using (2-l) and Lemma 2.ld, this may be rewritten as 
Cnm(f>9 4(f)) - Cnrn(fh r(f>) gi > O, i E P(f) 
(3-7) 
or 
g, < WYfh s(f)) = g(f), 
l WYf), T(f)) ” 
i E P(f). 
Hence f is a randomized policy with higher-gain rate in c”(f) than g. As in 
[9], one can find a non-randomized policy f” on c”‘(f), using only actions 
used by f, such that g(f#)i > g(f)i > gi for at least one i E cm(f). This 
contradicts gi being the maximal-gain rate (cf. (2-2)), hence y exists. 
Part (b): Rewrite (3-l) as 
Y > 4(f) - H(f) g + P(f) YY all fE c L(i), 
i=l 
(3-8) 
and take f E S,, G XT=“=, L(i) (cf. Lemma 2.1~). Multiply by n(f) > 0 to - 
obtain 
Q>Wf)[s(f)-H(f)gl= F V(f)W(f)7 b(f)-H(f)gl) (3-9) 
rn=l 
and note from the last portion of the proof of part (a) that 
(~“(f)~4(f)-H(f)~)=(~m(f)~T(f))~~(f)i-~il=0~ i E cm(f) 
where the right-most equality used f E S,, . Therefore, if j E cm(f ), the jth 
components of (3-9) and (3-8) are strict equality. 
Multiplication of the jth component of (3-8) by Z(f )ij preserves the sense 
of the inequality because (3-8) is equality if j E R(f) while Z(f )i/ > 0 if 
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j @ zw) pl, (2.3)1. s umming overj, and using Z(f)[I - p(f)] = I - n(f), 
(3-8) becomes 
II - mf>l Y > wxs(f) - WY gl = -WM.!-) - Wf) df)l 
or 
Y > w”) + af>.v any f E SMG 
THEOREM 1 (main result). Q has at least onefixed point, hence relative 
values for (l-2) exist. 
Proof. The vector y from Lemma 3.lb satisfies y > Qy. Since Q is 
isotone, @ > Q’y. But Lemma 2.2b shows Q’y > @. Together these show 
Qy = Q(B), hence Qy is a fixed point of Q. 1 
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